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Executive Summary 

The Hanford Site has 28 double-shell tanks (DSTs) and 149 single-shell tanks (SSTs) containing 
radioactive wastes that are complex mixes of radioactive and chemical products.  The mission of the 
Department of Energy’s River Protection Project is to retrieve and treat the Hanford tank waste for 
disposal and close the tank farms.  A key aspect of the mission is to retrieve and transfer waste from the 
SSTs, which are at greater risk for leaking, into DSTs for interim storage until the waste is transferred to 
and treated in the Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant.  There is, however, limited space in the 
existing DSTs to accept waste transfers from the SSTs, and approaches to overcoming the limited DST 
space will benefit the overall mission. 

The current safety basis for managing the waste in the tank farms provides controls to prevent 
spontaneous buoyant-displacement gas release events (BDGREs) and provide for ongoing safe storage of 
the waste.  The current mission plan for future waste transfers assumes a relaxed set of BDGRE controls 
for selected wastes and DSTs based on a new experimental finding that shows relatively low gas retention 
for sediment materials that are sufficiently strong (shear strengths greater than about 1000 Pa).  Based on 
these relaxed controls, waste from additional SSTs could be retrieved and transferred to DSTs while still 
avoiding the potential for BDGREs. 

The purpose of this study is to summarize and analyze the key previous experiment that forms the 
basis for the relaxed controls and to summarize initial progress and results on new experiments focused 
on understanding the conditions that result in low gas retention.  The work is ongoing; this report 
provides a summary of the initial findings.  The previous large-scale test used about 50 m3 of sediment, 
which would be unwieldy for doing multiple parametric experiments.  Accordingly, experiments will 
begin with smaller-scale tests to determine whether the desired mechanisms can be studied without the 
difficulty of conducting very large experiments. 

The previous large-scale gas retention test was conducted in a 3.5-m-diameter test vessel with a 
sediment layer about 5 m deep.  The average retained-gas volume fraction grew over a 25-day period to a 
peak value of about 7% and then decreased to about 5%.  This is much lower than in previous small-scale 
tests. 

A key objective for the current gas-retention tests is to conduct tests that have slower gas generation 
rates and are larger than the previous small-scale tests.  In the current study, small-scale tests were 
conducted with various mixtures of kaolin clay and Min-U-Sil 30®1, which is finely ground silica with a 
median diameter of about 8 microns, in 5-in. diameter test vessels with gas generation rates that resulted 
in peak gas retention after about 1 day.  The volumes of retained gas and total generated gas were 
measured over time to determine the retained gas fraction.  Tests were conducted in transparent vessels to 
allow observations of the bubbles, and the structure of retained bubbles was also characterized in selected 
experiments using an x-ray microfocus computed tomography instrument.  These tests were about 5-fold 
larger in both diameter and depth and 20-fold slower than the previous small-scale tests.  In general, all of 
the present series of small-scale tests had peak gas retentions of about 20-30%.  For the range of gas 
generation rates and simulant strengths studied, these parameters exhibited no strong trend toward low 

                                                      
1 Min-U-Sil 30 is a registered trademark of U.S. Silica Company 
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gas retention, though there is some indication that slower gas generation gives slightly lower maximum 
gas retention. 

The most significant results of the current experiments for identifying when low gas retention occurs 
were those for tests with sediment layers varying in depth from 0.1 to 1 m, which showed a clear trend of 
lower maximum gas retention with increased depth of the sediment layer.  Based on the current test 
results and the importance of quantifying the parameters when low (roughly 5%) gas retention occurs, 
future experiments will be conducted with a greater sediment depth and with lower gas-generation rates to 
determine whether this trend to lower gas retention continues. 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

BDGRE buoyant displacement gas-release event 

cm centimeters 

CT computed tomography 

D dimensional 

DI deionized 

DOE U.S. Department of Energy 

DST double-shell tank 

EPK Edgar plastic kaolin, from Edgar Minerals division of The Feldspar Corporation 

FPS frames per second 

g grams 

ID inside diameter  

in inch 

kV kilovolt 

LFL lower flammability limit 

LUM unit of measure for luminosity 

m meter 

mA milliampere 

min minutes 

mm millimeter 

OD outside diameter 

ORP DOE Office of River Protection 

Pa Pascal 

SS stainless steel 

SST single-shell tank 

XMT x-ray micro-focus computed tomography 

V volt 

WRPS Washington River Protection Solutions 

WTP Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant 
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1.0 Introduction 

The Hanford Site has 28 double-shell tanks (DSTs) and 149 single-shell tanks (SSTs) containing 
radioactive wastes that are complex mixes of radioactive and chemical products.  The U.S. Department of 
Energy Office of River Projection manages the River Protection Project, which has the mission to retrieve 
and treat the Hanford tank waste for disposal and close the tank farms.  A key aspect of the mission is to 
retrieve and transfer waste from the SSTs, which are more leak-prone, into DSTs for interim storage until 
the waste is transferred to and treated in the Waste Treatment and Immobilization Plant (Certa and Wells 
2009).  There is, however, limited space in the existing DSTs to accept waste transfers from the SSTs; 
approaches to overcoming the limited DST space will benefit the overall mission. 

The current safety basis for managing the waste in the tank farms provides criteria and limits to 
provide ongoing safe storage of the waste.  The potential for hydrogen gas retention and release in DSTs 
creates a safety hazard that must be managed.  For underground storage tanks at Hanford, the safety basis 
for the tanks mitigates the potential for exceeding the lower flammability limit in tank headspace by 
grouping the tanks by their retained-gas and headspace volume and their propensity to have spontaneous 
buoyant displacement gas release events (BDGREs) (Weber 2009).  To prevent BDGREs, this approach 
restricts the depth (or volume) of settled waste solids, or sediment that may be stored in each tank as well 
as the ratio of the densities of the supernatant liquid and sediment, which limits the ability to reduce waste 
volume by evaporating and concentrating the supernatant.  The current plan for completing the mission 
(Certa and Wells 2009) assumes a relaxed set of BDGRE controls for selected wastes and DSTs based on 
a new experimental finding that shows relatively low gas retention for certain sediment properties.  Based 
on these relaxed controls, waste from additional SSTs can be retrieved and transferred to DSTs while still 
avoiding BDGREs.  Meacham (2010) discusses this new approach and the new experimental evidence of 
relatively low gas retention.   

The new experimental finding of low gas retention, and a description and model of the mechanisms 
involved, was recently reported for a large-scale experiment of gas retention with lake-bottom sediment 
from Ketelmeer in the Netherlands (Van Kessel and Van Kesteren 2002; Winterwerp and Van Kesteren 
2004).  In the large-scale experiment, which is discussed in more detail below in Section 1.1, the retained-
gas volume fraction peaked at about 7% and then decreased to about 5%.  This large-scale test was 
conducted in a 3.5-m-diameter vessel with about 50 m3 of sediment.  The retained-gas volume fraction 
measured in this experiment was substantially lower than what had been observed previously in small-
scale laboratory experiments, typically one-inch-diameter vessels, where gas retention peaked at about 
40% gas in many samples; the small-scale results are reviewed in more detail in Section 1.2 below. 

The new finding of low retention and the mechanisms leading to it have been summarized by 
Van Kessel and Van Kesteren (2002) and Winterwerp and Van Kesteren (2004) and they cite a number 
of studies with additional details.  A key aspect of the new mechanism is that as bubbles grow via gas 
generation, they form continuous channels to the top of the sediment.  The channels become partially 
filled with the overlying liquid and remain open rather than being filled entirely with the gas that initially 
created the channel.  Winterwerp and Van Kesteren (2004) commented that laboratory experiments need 
to be large, on the order of meters, for these gas release channels to be present.  Van Kessel and 
Van Kesteren (2002) have developed a model for these channels and have noted that the sediment 
strength needs to be high enough to keep these channels open to allow gas transport.  Because this 
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mechanism is associated with stronger sediments (of order 1000 Pa shear strength), this mechanism will 
be generally referred to as a strong-sludge mechanism. 

While the large-scale test was carefully monitored and reported, it is a single test.  In particular, 
systematic experiments have not been conducted to define when channel formation does and does not 
occur as a function of sediment parameters (such as shear strength and other mechanical properties) and 
whether low gas retention will always occur for a specific range of parameters.  Accordingly, a need 
exists to obtain experimental results that quantify the range of key parameters for when low gas retention 
occurs. 

If the newly identified mechanism occurs in DSTs with sufficiently strong settled waste, the 
maximum gas fraction may be low enough to make BDGREs physically impossible.  Determining 
conditions in which BDGREs do not occur will greatly benefit the management of the waste inventory in 
the DSTs by removing or reducing current restrictions, allowing an increase in the sludge storage capacity 
and supernatant density in DSTs, which will allow partially filled DSTs to be filled until they are 
essentially completely full.  It is anticipated that SST retrieval will be delayed by a lack of DST capacity 
in approximately 2018 (Certa and Wells 2009) unless the current restrictions on waste volume and 
supernatant density are relaxed.  Tank farm planners estimate that, by implementing relaxed constraints 
based on the strong-sludge bubble retention and release mechanism, they will be able to use 2 million 
gallons of previously unusable tank space, and potentially as much as 3 million gallons.  It is difficult to 
estimate the cost and schedule savings, but the ability to store an extra 1 million gallons of waste would 
avoid the need to build one new DST at a cost of roughly $88M per DST in a farm of four DSTs (Willis 
and Ahrendt 2009). 

The purpose of this report is to summarize and analyze the key previous work that forms the basis of 
the technical approach being taken and to summarize the initial experiments and results.  This work is 
ongoing and this report provides a summary of the initial findings.  The previous large-scale test used 
about 50 m3 of sediment, which would be unwieldy for doing multiple parametric experiments.  
Accordingly, experiments will begin with smaller-scale tests to determine whether the desired 
mechanisms can be studied without the difficulty of conducting very large experiments.  In the following 
subsections, we analyze data from the previous large-scale tests and compare these results with previous 
small-scale laboratory studies, and then summarize the specific approach being taken for quantifying 
when low gas retention occurs.  Section 2 discusses the experimental method and materials, followed by a 
discussion of the initial results in Section 3 and conclusions and recommendations for further work in 
Section 4. 

1.1 Previous Large-Scale Studies of Bubble Retention in Strong 
Sediment 

As mentioned in the previous section, Van Kessel and Van Kestern (2002) have summarized the 
results of a single large-scale test of bubble retention in lake-bottom sediment taken from Ketelmeer in 
the Netherlands.  They also provide references to a series of technical summaries associated with various 
aspects of this test and data evaluation.  The report by Cornelisse (1997) provides a daily log of the test 
data for the experiment, which was conducted over a period of about 100 days.  Figure 1.1 shows a 
simplified schematic of the experiment described by Cornelisse (1997).  Lake-bottom sludge from 
Ketelmeer was loaded into a 3.5-m-diameter vessel to an approximate depth of 5 m.  Bacterial 
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decomposition of organic material in the sludge generated gas, with methane being the primary insoluble 
component (Van Kessel and Van Kestern 2002).  Some of the gas was retained in bubbles, which 
displaced the sediment and water, and some of the gas was released.  A layer of water above the sludge 
was kept at a nearly constant level of 6.75 m from the bottom of the tank by removing or adding water 
from a water measurement tank.  The weight of the water removed or added to the test vessel was 
measured with a force meter on the water measurement tank.  The quantity of displaced water can be used 
to determine the volume of gas retained in the sediment. 

3.5 m

Water Level
~ 6.75 m

Sediment Level
~ 5 m

Gas Collection

Pump

Water Removal
Measurement Tank

K1
Force
Meter

3.5 m

Water Level
~ 6.75 m

Sediment Level
~ 5 m

Gas Collection

Pump

Water Removal
Measurement Tank

K1
Force
Meter

 

Figure 1.1. Schematic of the Large-Column Gas Retention Test using Ketelmeer Sludge with the Water 
Removal System (Cornelisse 1997; Van Kessel and Van Kestern 2002) 

 
Van Kessel and Van Kesteren (2002) noted that the final retained average gas fraction in this 

experiment was about 5% and the peak average gas volume fraction was about 8%.  They also show gas 
fraction as a function of time, though not the average values discussed here (see Figure 1 of Van Kessel 
and Van Kesteren 2002).  The average gas volume fraction in the sediment (the total retained gas volume 
divided by the total sediment volume) as a function of time is a test result specifically important for gas 
retention in DSTs.  The data in the daily logs given in Cornelisse (1997) are sufficient to calculate the 
average retained gas volume fraction during the experiment; these data are discussed below.1 

The sediment used in the large-scale test came from Ketelmeer, The Netherlands.  Van Kessel (1998) 
gives pore size distributions from a mercury intrusion method (Winterwerp and Van Kesteren 2004) for 
two samples of Ketelmeer sediment, though the samples were not taken from the specific material used in 
the large-scale test.  For the two samples, the median pore diameter was about 2 microns.  In Van Kessel 
(1998), bubble retention was also studied in a kaolin slurry; for comparison, the median pore diameter for 

                                                      
1 JE Meacham of WRPS has previously used the data in the daily logs to calculate the average gas void fraction, and 
showed us where to locate the original data in Cornelisse (1997). 
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the kaolin slurry was slightly smaller at about 1 micron.  Typically, the pore-entry diameters from a 
mercury intrusion measurement are on the order of about half the grain diameter for an unconsolidated 
material (Dullien 1992).  For the large-scale test, Verhoeven (1998) measured in-situ shear strength using 
a vane at a number of elevations from the top to the bottom of the sediment in the test vessel.  The shear 
strength ranged from 1000 Pa near the top of the sediment to 8600 Pa near the bottom, with an average 
value of 3600 Pa for the nine measurements (see Figure 2 of Verhoeven 1998). 

The daily logs given in Cornelisse (1997) provide data from the force meter on the water removal 
measurement tank shown in Figure 1.1, the amount of water removed from the water measurement tank 
when it occasionally became full, the water level and sediment level in the test vessel, and the volumetric 
flow of gas released into the headspace of the vessel.  The water level in the test vessel varied by only a 
couple of centimeters throughout the test, but a centimeter of level change represents a significant volume 
of retained gas.  The total volume of retained gas is equal to the cumulative amount of water removed to 
the measurement tank together with adjustments made for changes in the water level.  The total volume of 
the sediment can be estimated from the sediment level in the daily logs by assuming the vessel is a 
cylinder (a schematic of the test vessel in Cornelisse (1997) shows a curved bottom, but there is no 
discussion of the exact shape).  Cornelisse (1997) provides a plot of the force data on the water 
measurement tank that accounts for the occasional removal of water from the tank.  Our evaluation of the 
daily log data was compared with the data in the graph; one apparent error in the daily log (on December 
7, 1996) was corrected to make the data from the daily log match the final figure in Cornelisse (1997).  
The cumulative released gas can be determined from the daily logs of the net gas flow leaving the test 
vessel.  Note that because the water level is held essentially constant, the measured net gas leaving the test 
vessel is the gas that releases from the sediment.  Gas that is retained by the sediment and displaces the 
sediment only causes water to be removed into the water measurement tank.  Finally, the gas void fraction 
in the Ketelmeer sediment can be calculated from the ratio of the retained gas volume to the sediment 
volume at a given time. 

Figure 1.2 shows the results of our evaluation of the Cornelisse daily log data for retained gas volume 
and sediment volume during the duration of the test.  The retained gas volume increases with time, 
reaches a peak value of about 3.5 m3, and then decreases.  The sediment volume begins at about 45 m3 
and increases together with the increasing retained gas, but then decreases to below the initial volume.  As 
described in Van Kessel and Van Kestern (2002), the overall settling and compaction of the Ketelmeer 
sediment is occurring concurrent with the gas generation and retention and is the reason the sediment 
volume decreases.  Figure 1.3 shows the cumulative gas released from the sediment based on data on gas 
flow from the gas collection system.  An important aspect of these data is that a large volume of gas 
continued to be released from the sediment well after the peak in retained gas volume. 

Figure 1.4 shows the average retained gas void fraction in the large-scale test with the Ketelmeer 
sediment.  The average void fraction peaks at about 7% and then decreases to about 5%, which are the 
average gas void fractions reported by Van Kessel and Van Kestern (2002).  This is strikingly low gas 
retention in comparison with smaller-scale tests of bubble retention reported by Van Kesteren (see 
Figure 11.5 of Winterwerp and Van Kesteren 2004), Van Kessel (1998), and similar studies focused on 
bubble retention in actual waste and simulants for Hanford waste (Gauglitz et al. 1996; Rassat et al. 
1998). 
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Figure 1.2.  Retained Gas Volume and Ketelmeer Sediment Volume from the Data in Cornelisse (1997) 
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Figure 1.3.  Cumulative Released Gas and Retained Gas from the Data in Cornelisse (1997) 
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Figure 1.4.  Gas Void Fraction in the Ketelmeer Sediment from the Data in Cornelisse (1997) 

 

1.2 Previous Small-Scale Studies of Bubble Retention 

Retention of bubbles is known to occur in a variety of materials, ranging from yield-stress fluids and 
pastes (Chhabra 1993) to ocean sediments (Wheeler 1990).  Small-scale studies have been conducted to 
develop an understanding of bubble behavior in support of both the large-scale test discussed above and 
bubble retention in Hanford waste.  While the applications are different, there are significant similarities 
between all of the small-scale studies. 

Van Kessel (1998) and Winterwerp and Van Kesteren (2004) conducted a number of small-scale 
experiments in association with the large-scale test discussed above, and provide summaries of the 
experiments and images of retained bubbles.  These small-scale studies showed either slit-shaped or 
round bubbles, depending on the experiment, and both these studies have examples of gas retention 
exceeding 50 % by volume.  Van Kessel and Van Kestern (2002) and Winterwerp and Van Kesteren 
(2004) have discussed and modeled a number of interacting mechanisms based on their observations of 
their large-scale and small-scale tests.  Winterwerp and Van Kesteren (2004) specifically noted that 
laboratory tests need to be on the order of 1 m in size to observe gas-induced channel formation, which is 
an important mechanism.  With only one large-scale test, it is hard to do model validation of all the 
interacting mechanisms. 

The small-scale studies on the mechanisms of gas retention and bubble behavior in tank waste have 
been the subject of a number of studies (see for example, Gauglitz et al. 1994, 1995, 1996, 2001, 2009; 
Stewart et al. 1996; Rassat et al. 1997, 1998, 1999; Bredt et al. 1995; Bredt and Tingey 1996; and Walker 
et al. 1994).  Gauglitz et al. (2009) have recently summarized these studies.  When the waste particles are 
much smaller than the bubbles, the bubbles displace the waste and are retained by the strength of the 
waste, which is equivalent to the description given by Winterwerp and Van Kesteren (2004) for this 
scenario.  Figure 1.5 depicts two scenarios: in one scenario, a bubble displaces particles and is retained by 
the strength of the surrounding material; in the second scenario a bubble fingers between the particles. 
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Figure 1.5.  Particle-Displacing Bubble and a Bubble that Fingers between Particles 

 
Figure 1.6 shows images of bubbles retained in bentonite clay simulant with a range of strengths 

(Gauglitz et al. 1996) in which the bubbles have displaced the much smaller micron-size clay particles.  
The image of the distorted slit-shaped bubble for the 1040-Pa bentonite and the larger-scale image in 
Gauglitz et al. (1996) of this material look quite similar to the image of retained bubbles in kaolin 
presented in Van Kessel (1998). 

1040 Pa 67 Pa 6 Pa

1 mm

1040 Pa 67 Pa 6 Pa

1 mm

 

Figure 1.6. Retained Bubbles in Bentonite Clay Simulants with a Range of Shear Strengths (from 
Gauglitz et al. 1996; the length-scale bar is 1 mm in each image) 

 
The previous small-scale studies of gas-bubble retention in Hanford waste generally used vessels of 

about 2.5-cm diameter (Gauglitz et al. 1994, 1995, 1996, 2001; Rassat et al. 1997, 1998, 1999; Bredt et al. 
1995; Bredt and Tingey 1996), though a few tests were conducted in vessels with diameters up to 91 cm 
(Gauglitz et al. 1996).  Typically, the depth of the material being studied was about 10-30 cm.  Although 
the tests conditions and methods of generating gas bubbles varied, tests with clay simulant would 
typically be fast enough to obtain a peak value in gas retention within about an hour.  Some of these tests 
had an overlying liquid layer, though most of the tests just used the sediment layer in the experiments.  
These previous tests were typically analyzed to determine the maximum, or peak, retained-gas fraction 
and results were compared based on the shear strength of the material.  Figure 1.7 reproduces a summary 
of many of these tests provided by Rassat et al. (1998).  In comparison with the large-scale test discussed 
above, the maximum gas fraction is substantially higher in small-scale tests.  While gas retention 
decreases with increasing shear strength beyond a peak value at about 50 Pa, the gas fraction is still about 
25% for a shear strength of a few thousand Pa, which is roughly the shear strength measured in large-
scale Ketelmeer sludge test. 
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Figure 1.7. Previous Results for the Maximum Gas Fraction in Simulant and Actual SST Waste (from 
Figure 5.1 of Rassat et al. 1998) 

 
Understanding the mechanisms causing the low retained-gas fraction in the large Ketelmeer sludge 

experiment and reproducing this behavior is the overall objective of the current study.  In general, the 
large-scale test discussed above differs from the previous small-scale tests in six significant aspects: 

 larger scale 

 slower gas generation 

 overlying liquid layer  

 sedimentation and compaction during gas generation 

 biogenic gas generation 

 different sediment material. 

The following section discusses the initial approach to addressing these differences and understanding 
the mechanisms giving low retained gas. 

1.3 Objectives and Approach 

The overall objectives of this study are to understand the mechanisms that result in low gas retention 
and to determine the range of experimental parameters when this behavior occurs.  Previous small-scale 
tests differed from the large-scale Ketelmeer test in several ways, and the overall approach in this study is  
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to conduct experiments that move closer to the parameter range for the Ketelmeer test.  In particular, we 
will seek simulants, gas generation rates, and test geometries in which low gas retention can be observed 
and quantified. 

In previous small-scale tests, bubbles grew for about an hour and typically did not have an overlying 
liquid layer.  Accordingly, initial tests in the present study focused on simulants in which gas was 
generated at about one-tenth the rate of previous studies and the tests included an overlying liquid layer.  
Previous small-scale studies also primarily measured gas retention in 2.54-cm (1-in.) diameter vessels 
with depths of about 10 cm, so the initial tests in this study used larger vessels (five times that diameter) 
and used progressively taller columns. 

Tests were conducted to determine the volume of retained gas, and thus the gas void fraction, in 
various simulants with a range of strengths and the rate of gas generation was measured.  Selected 
experiments also used computed tomography (CT) imaging to characterize the shape of retained bubbles 
with different simulants.  In all of these experiments, visual observations of the bubbles were made to 
determine whether gas release channels similar to what was observed in the Ketelmeer test could be 
observed.  Once these experimental studies determine the range of parameters for which low gas retention 
occurs, future studies will compare these experimental results with existing models and support 
modifying the models as needed. 

 





 

2.0 Experimental Method and Materials 

Bubble retention and release tests were conducted using various test vessels, slurries, and reactants to 
generate, retain, and release gas in a manner that mimics conditions for bubble retention in Hanford 
DSTs.  Test vessels were constructed in two basic configurations.  The first was an enclosed transparent 
acrylic cylinder fitted with connections to allow collection of gas that was displaced from the vessel.  The 
second consisted of two parallel acrylic plates fastened together to view gas generation and retention 
characteristics in a slurry confined within a thin gap between the plates.  The primary simulants used in 
the experiments were water slurries containing kaolin clay or mixtures of kaolin and Min-U-Sil 30.  Some 
scoping tests were also conducted with Laponite®1 and silica sand.  In most of the experiments, gas 
generation was accomplished by adding various amounts of a 3% hydrogen-peroxide solution that would 
decompose to generate oxygen gas.  Differing gas generation rates and gas retention conditions were 
evaluated by varying the composition of the slurry, the amount of hydrogen peroxide, and the slurry 
depth.  Details on the test apparatuses and simulants are given below.  Two experiments were also 
conducted with the test vessel placed inside an x-ray microfocus CT scanner to image bubbles during the 
bubble growth experiments.  A description of the CT scanner and imaging is given below. 

2.1 Apparatus 

The cylindrical growth columns were fabricated from 6-in. outside diameter (OD), 5-in. inside 
diameter (ID), cast acrylic tubing with two different nominal heights.  Each cylindrical vessel typically 
consisted of a ½” acrylic plate base, a cast acrylic tube body with one or more sections, and a screw-on 
acrylic cap.  Figure 2.1 shows the 12-in. and 48-in. vessels and the basic construction dimensions for the 
base section.  The 48-in. vessel is segmented with two screwed extensions that attach to a common base.  
Six of the 12-in. vessels were fabricated to allow multiple experiments to be conducted concurrently.  All 
acrylic caps were drilled and tapped to accommodate a 1/8” tube × 5/16 – 24 straight-thread connector.  A 
centimeter scale was taped to the side of each vessel to help measure the heights of the slurry and cover-
liquid during experiments. 

A key aspect of conducting gas retention-and-release experiments is measuring the total (combined) 
volume of gas that is released or retained in the simulant, which corresponds to the amount of gas 
displaced from the test vessel.  To measure the displaced gas, a gas collection system portrayed in  
Figure 2.2 was used.  For the 12-in. vessels, displaced gas was collected in an inverted 500 mL liter 
graduated cylinder was filled with water and placed in a 4-L water bath.  The total volume of gas, which 
is the combination of released gas and the retained gas bubbles that expand the volume of the clay, was 
measured using the cylinder graduations.  Periodically, the graduated cylinder was refilled with water to 
continue gas collection.  Tests with the 48-in. vessel used a 2-L graduated cylinder and a 10-L water bath.  
Both systems used 1/8” OD tubing and assorted Swagelok® fittings to transport the gas from the acrylic 
test vessel to the inverted graduated cylinder. 

                                                      
1 Laponite is a registered trademark of Rockwood Additives Limited. 
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Figure 2.1.  48-in. and 12-in. Acrylic Test Vessels and Schematic of a 12-in. Vessel 

 

Figure 2.2.  Schematic of Apparatus for Measuring Volume of Displaced Gas 
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A parameter that is expected to be important for bubble retention is the depth of the simulant, which 
provides a gravitational load, or self-weight, that may affect the shape and vertical connectivity of the 
bubbles.  One way of varying the gravitational load is to conduct experiments with progressively deeper 
sediment layers, which was done using the 48-in. test vessel.  An alternate method of adding additional 
weight to the sediment was also tested:  a combination of a circular perforated plate and a number of 
¼-in.-thick circular stainless steel plates (for weight) were placed on top of the clay simulants.  Figure 2.3 
shows how the plates were positioned on top of the clay in the 12-in. test vessel, and Figure 2.4 
documents the construction specifications for these plates.  The same set of plates was also used in the 48-
in. test vessel.  For the tests performed, 20 plates were used and together with the perforated plate had a 
mass of 7.392 kg.  For a 55 wt% kaolin clay with the slurry density given in Table 2.1, this mass is 
equivalent to a 38.4 cm tall column of clay. 

 

Figure 2.3.  “Head” Plate Position in 12-in. Vessel 
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Figure 2.4.  “Head” Plate Construction 

Two thin-gap test vessels, with heights to roughly match those of the 12-in. and 48-in. cylindrical 
vessels, were also fabricated to study bubble behavior.  With the bubbles and sediment confined to a thin 
gap, it is easier to obtain visual images of bubbles and perhaps identify the formation of gas release 
channels as described in Section 1.  The apparatus was constructed with parallel ½-in. thick acrylic plates 
separated by a thin gap.  Figure 2.5 shows a schematic of the dimensions for the shorter of the two 
vessels, and Figure 2.6 shows the apparatus assembled with a kaolin clay layer in the bottom portion.  The 
gap thickness is set by the thickness of a U-shaped Teflon® gasket, and the thickness is adjustable by 
using any combination of the 1/16, 1/8, 3/16, and 1/4 in.-thick gaskets shown in Figure 2.5.  Figure 2.7 
shows the dimensions of the taller thin-gap test vessel and Figure 2.8 shows the assembled apparatus. 
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Figure 2.5.  Schematic of 12-in. Thin-Gap Test Vessel 
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Figure 2.6.  Assembled 12-in. Thin-Gap Test Vessel with Kaolin Clay 
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Figure 2.7.  Schematic of 48-in. Thin-Gap Test Vessel 
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Figure 2.8.  Assembled 48-in. Thin-Gap Test Vessel 

 

2.2 Simulants and Gas Generation Methods 

Testing was conducted with simulants that are slurries of deionized (DI) water and EPK kaolin (Edgar 
Minerals Inc., Edgar, Florida) , or combinations of EPK kaolin and Min-U-Sil 30 (U.S. Silica Company, 
Berkeley Springs, West Virginia), which is fine-ground silica with a median diameter of about 8 microns,.  
Typical preparation of the simulants involved the use of a KitchenAid® 4-L stainless steel bowl mixer.  
Varying amounts of pre-measured solids were transferred into the mixer bowl with various amounts of 
water.  After the solids had been mixed sufficiently to obtain a uniform mixture based on visual 
observation of the absence of clay clumps, (typically more than 5 minutes), hydrogen peroxide was added 
and mixing continued for about a minute.  The hydrogen peroxide is used because it decomposes into 
water and oxygen, which then becomes gas bubbles (Gauglitz et al. 1996).  Upon completion of the 
mixing, the slurry was transferred to the test vessel.  Wooden spoons and plastic spatulas were typically 
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used to aid in transfer of the slurry.  Once the slurry was transferred and its mass quantified, an effort was 
made to remove artificial air voids to the extent possible.  Air voids were often removed by tapping the 
container and slurry on a rubber mat placed on a hard surface.  Once a reasonable effort had been made to 
remove the voids, a measurement of slurry height in the test vessel was taken and recorded.  The slurry 
level (hence volume) could be used to estimate the initial retained-gas void fraction from the density and 
mass of the slurry in the vessel.  When simulant volumes in excess of 2-3 L were required, multiple small 
batches were prepared and combined, or a large batch was mixed in a 5-gallon poly bucket.  The larger 
batches prepared in the poly bucket required an appropriately sized overhead mixer. 

Table 2.1 summarizes the shear strength and density for the kaolin simulants used in the bubble 
retention tests.  The shear strength was estimated using the following correlation given in Gauglitz et al. 
(2010) for the same EPK kaolin clay as used in this study:   

   (2.1) kaolin)] (wt%*exp[0.1915*0.018    τs 

The density of the mixture was calculated assuming that neither the kaolin nor the water contain a 
significant amount of entrained air or other gas.  The density, s, of the kaolin simulant is then  

   kkwk
s ρ /   x  ρ / x1

1
    ρ


   (2.2) 

where xk is the mass fraction of kaolin, and ρw (998 kg/m3) and ρk (2650 kg/m3) are, respectively, the 
intrinsic densities of the water and kaolin components of the mixture (Gauglitz et al. 2010). 

Table 2.1.  Kaolin Simulants and Estimated Shear Strength and Density 

Kaolin 
(wt%) 

Shear 
Strength 

(Pa) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

35 15 1277 

40 38 1330 

45 99 1387 

50 260 1450 

55 680 1519 

60 1800 1594 

   

Table 2.2 summarizes the estimated shear strengths and densities of the kaolin/Min-U-Sil 30 
simulants used in the bubble retention tests.  To estimate the shear strength of various combinations of 
kaolin and Min-U-Sil 30, the data in Gauglitz et al. (2010) was fit to a exponential equation similar to 
Equation 2.1 using a least-squares method, resulting in the following: 

  (2.3) 30)] Sil -U-Min  (wt%*exp[0.177*kaolin)] (wt%*exp[0.265*0.0003189    τ s 
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The density of the mixture, s, can be described similarly to Equation 2.2 by the following where xk and 
xM are the mass fractions of kaolin and Min-U-Sil 30, respectively (Gauglitz et al 2010): 

   MMkkwMk
s ρ /   x ρ /   x  ρ / xx1

1
    ρ


   (2.4) 

The intrinsic densities of the water, kaolin, and Min-U-Sil 30 components of the mixture are ρw 
(998 kg/m3), ρk (2650 kg/m3), and ρM (2650 kg/m3). 

Table 2.2.  Kaolin/Min-U-Sil 30 Simulants and Estimated Shear Strength and Density 

Kaolin 
(wt%) 

Min-U-Sil 30 
(wt%) 

Shear 
Strength 

(Pa) 
Density 
(kg/m3) 

40 5 31 1387 

35 24 240 1579 

33 33 690 1696 

30 41 1300 1790 

    

The quantity and rate of gas generation from the addition of hydrogen peroxide depends on the 
quantity of hydrogen peroxide added to the clay simulants as well as the proportions of kaolin and 
Min-U-Sil 30.  The experiments were conducted by adding various amounts of a 3-wt% solution of 
hydrogen peroxide in water (Sigma Aldrich®) to the simulants.  The wt% of solids in a slurry are 
calculated by making the approximation that the mass of added hydrogen peroxide is the same mass of 
water.  In general, the rate of gas generation increases with increasing concentration of hydrogen peroxide 
and increasing wt% of kaolin.  The mixtures of kaolin and Min-U-Sil 30 in Table 2.2, with decreasing 
kaolin but increasing Min-U-Sil 30, were selected to have roughly the same gas generation rate over the 
range of shear strengths. 

2.2.1 Test Methods for Bubble Growth 

Prior to testing, a 12-in.-tall cylindrical test vessel was weighed empty and then filled with DI water 
to a level of 10 cm and weighed again.  Using the density of water, the volume at the 10 cm mark was 
calculated from the mass of DI water.  The measured volume was compared with the volume calculated 
assuming a 10 cm tall cylinder for the 5-in. ID (12.7 cm) acrylic tube, and the difference was found to be 
quite small.  At the start of testing, each test vessel was loaded with slurry to a target depth of 10 cm and 
weighed; the mass of slurry in each vessel was then determined by subtracting the mass of the empty 
vessel.  Using the slurry densities given in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2, the initial void fraction of the slurry 
can be calculated.  The initial void fraction varied in each test, but was typically about 5%.  The results 
presented in Section 4 for gas void fraction are for the growth in retained gas above this initial amount. 

Once the initial mass measurements were taken, a layer of DI water was placed on top of the test 
slurry.  Occasionally, it was necessary to add more DI water during testing to keep the clay layer 
submerged.  The capped test vessel was then connected to the gas collection system using 1/8” OD 
tubing.  The gas collection system consisted of an inverted 500-mL graduated cylinder held in a 
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4-L polycarbonate beaker filled with water.  The gas displaced from the test cylinder was directed to 
bubble into the graduated cylinder, and the volume of collected gas was recorded as a function of time.  
Periodically, the graduated cylinder was re-filled with water to continue gas collection.  Figure 2.9 shows 
multiple 12-in. test vessels during an experiment.  During the course of an experiment, the levels of the 
water and sediment were recorded.  An increase in the water level in test vessel corresponds to an 
increase in volume due to retained gas.  Sometimes the sediment would increase in height more than the 
water level, and this was due to formation of water-filled cracks.  The gas volume fraction due to bubble 
growth is simply the increase in the water level divided by the sediment height. 

 

Figure 2.9.  12-in. Test Vessels during an Experiment 

 
The preparation of the 48-in. cylindrical test vessel was essentially the same as for the 

12-in. cylindrical vessels, except on a larger scale.  Loading the column typically took longer than for the 
12-in. vessel tests, so more bubble growth occurred in the time between when the peroxide was added to 
the clay and when the column was filled.  The 48-in. vessel was bounced on a rubber mat to help release 
trapped gas voids.  After the clay was loaded and bubbles released to the extent possible, a layer of DI 
water was added and then the top column segment and cap were attached and connected to the gas 
collection system.  Figure 2.10 shows the assembled apparatus for the 48-in. system. 

As with the test method for the 12-in. vessels, masses, slurry heights, and DI-water layer heights were 
documented.  It should be noted that in loading both assemblies, a plate (plastic weighing boat or similar) 
was held above the slurry when the DI water cover layer was being added to break the fall of the water as 
it was poured onto the clay.  A clear layer of cover water was essential to observe the initial slurry surface 
deformation caused by gas generation.  As the bubble release occurred, the water became cloudy as fines 
became suspended by the motion of the releasing gas bubbles.  For one of the 48-in. vessel tests with 
55 wt% kaolin clay, when the bubble growth experiment had been completed, the weight of the column 
was measured after removing the clay in 10-cm increments.  With the mass of each increment and the 
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volume calculated from the vessel diameter and increment height, the bulk density with gas voids was 
calculated for each increment.  Using an estimate for the gas-free clay density (Table 2.1 gives a density 
1,519 kg/m3 for the 55 wt% clay), the following relationship gives the gas void fraction of each 
increment: 

 
s

bulk

ρ

ρ
  -  1  fraction   void    (2.5) 

where ρbulk is the measured bulk density with retained gas bubbles and ρs is the gas-free density of the 
clay.  These measurements then give gas void fraction as a function of depth in the sediment layer at the 
end of the experiment. 

 

Figure 2.10.  48-in. Test Vessel during an Experiment 

 
At this initial stage of this study, only a few tests were conducted with the 12-in. thin-gap test vessel.  

These experiments were conducted with 40, 50, and 55 wt% kaolin clay mixed with 3 wt% hydrogen 
peroxide solution.  For these tests, the simulant was mixed and then a small amount was poured onto one 
of the acrylic plates that had been placed on a horizontal surface with the gasket correctly positioned.  The 
second plate was lowered onto the bottom plate, causing the simulant to spread and fill a portion of the 
vessel.  After the holes in the two plates were aligned, the two plates were held together with screws and 
wing nuts.  Once assembled, the apparatus was turned upright and held vertically with a stand, and a layer  
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of DI water was placed on top of the clay.  The levels of the water and clay were recorded and shapes of 
bubbles observed as functions of time.  Figure 2.6 shows a clay layer during an experiment in the 12-in 
thin-gap vessel. 

2.3 X-Ray Microfocus Computed Tomography 

X-ray microfocus CT, which is more commonly known as CT, is a non-destructive imaging technique 
used to examine internal structures of natural and man-made materials.  Various forms of this imaging 
technique have been utilized by the medical industry since 1972 and CT imaging is currently an essential 
part of patient diagnostics (Kalender 2000).  In recent years, scientists have used these systems to 
investigate geologic materials, with the technology rapidly becoming a part of routine sample 
characterization (Ketcham and Carlson 2001).  For example, imaging with x-rays was used to support 
studies in site remediation for heavy-metal contaminants and in the evaluation of bulk vitrification 
processing of low-level tank waste (Wellman et al. 2005; McGrail et al. 2003). 

Major components of the CT system include a flat-panel detector, rotating stage, and an x-ray tube 
capable of high resolution and high magnification.  Initially, two-dimensional (2D) cross-sectional images 
of an object are generated based on density variations.  For example, water- and gas-filled voids (low 
density) are easily distinguished within geologic sediment or sludges (high density). As the object is 
continuously rotated 360°in the x-ray beam, a designated number of images are collected for each degree 
of rotation.  Each sequential image collected contains a detailed map of the interior features of the object.  
After images are acquired, the data is reconstructed using software designed for high-performance image 
processing.  By applying image correction tools, real-time volume rendering and three-dimensional (3D) 
visualizations are obtained. 

The CT system is an NSI X-View Digital X-ray Imaging and Microfocus Computed Tomography 
system manufactured by North Star Imaging, Inc. (Rogers, Minnesota).  The system, shown in  
Figure 2.11, is housed in an 8,000 pound lead-lined near-zero-emission enclosure and mounted on a 
leveling table.  X-rays are generated by a microfocus x-ray source (Comet Feinfocus model 160.48 
160 kV) and images are collected by a PaxScan® 2520-V flat panel digital x-ray detector (with a pixel 
pitch of 127 microns and a total active imaging area of 8 × 10 inches).  The sample stage is equipped with 
a 150-mm diameter turntable (360° continuous rotation) and is capable of 150 mm vertical travel;  it can 
be positioned between the detector and x-ray source to optimize the field of view.  Depending on 
instrument parameters, the system is capable of achieving a spatial resolution of >6 microns (in the focal 
plane) on an object 6.75 mm in diameter.  For the larger samples studied here using the 5-in. test vessels 
described in Section 2, the resolution is lower.  Data acquisition and image reconstruction are achieved 
using commercially available software (X-View IW).  The software includes a comprehensive set of 
image analysis tools capable of high performance image processing and measurement functions common 
to XMCT systems (2D slice reconstruction and 3D volume and surface rendering). 

2.3.1 CT Method 

CT images of bubbles in two kaolin clay simulants were collected to observe the difference between 
bubbles retained in a weak material (40 wt%, 38 Pa) and a strong material (55 wt%, 680 Pa).  These 
experiments were conducted using the 12-in. cylindrical test vessels and followed the methods described 
previously in Section 2.  For these tests, 6 g of hydrogen peroxide (200 g of the 3 wt% solution) was 
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added to each simulant, though different quantities of each simulant were mixed so the hydrogen peroxide 
concentration varied slightly (0.24 wt% for the 38-Pa kaolin and 0.29 wt% for the 680-Pa kaolin). 

 

Figure 2.11.  X-Ray Micro-Focus Tomography System 

 
The 12-in test vessels have a 6-in. OD.  This diameter is the largest vessel that can fit on the sample 

stage and rotate.  To maximize the field of view for these samples, the stage was positioned so that the 
central axis of rotation was 829 mm from the detector, allowing the total active imaging area of the 
detector to be used.  Prior to acquiring images, each simulant-filled cylinder was placed on the sample 
stage and centered.  Height measurements were recorded for the clay and water.  Typically, x-ray tube 
settings were obtained by adjusting the voltage and current to obtain the highest image contrast, which 
corresponded to luminosity values between 3000 and 6000 LUM.  Table 2.3 shows the parameters used 
for these tests.  To optimize the detector, dark and light field calibrations were performed.  These 
calibrations created a uniform background response similar to that of the cylinder when scanned.  This 
took an average of 10-15 minutes.  Each cylinder was then centered on the sampling stage and imaged 
using 2 frames per second with a total of 721 projections collected over 360 degrees.  Relative distances 
between the detector, cylinder, and x-ray tube were determined using a vendor-supplied calibration tool 
and imaging procedure (NSI Procedure REV 05-05-V2). 

Table 2.3.  Parameters used during XMT Characterization 

Parameter Setting 

Voltage, kV 110 

Current, mA 807-1294 

Luminosity 2600-7000 

Frames per Second 2 

Views 721 

 



 

3.0 Results and Discussion 

Experiments were conducted to quantify the role of a number of parameters related to gas retention 
and the corresponding bubble behavior, with the overall objective of identifying mechanisms that lead to 
low gas retention.  The initial focus was on varying the gas generation rate and simulant shear strength, 
and CT bubble-imaging experiments were also conducted to observe the bubble structure in both a weak 
and a strong simulant.  Experiments were then conducted in vessels with deeper simulant layers to 
determine the effect of the overlying weight of the simulant on the maximum retained-gas fraction.  To 
further explore the role of the weight of a simulant layer affecting bubble retention, two experiments were 
conducted in which weights were placed on the top of the simulants to mimic the weight of additional 
overlying material.  The results of these experiments are discussed below. 

3.1 Role of Gas Generation Rate on Gas Retention 

In the gas retention experiments, the cumulative volume of generated gas, the cumulative volume of 
gas retained as indicated by the rise in the liquid level, and the clay volume as indicated by the clay level, 
were all measured as a function of time.  Figure 3.1 shows the cumulative gas collected, which is the total 
gas volume generated, from a series of tests in the 12-in. cylindrical test vessels with a 55 wt% (680 Pa) 
kaolin simulant in which the concentration of hydrogen peroxide was varied to give different gas 
generation rates and different total volumes of generated gas.  These experiments started with an initial 
clay layer of about 10 cm, which in a vessel with a 5-in. ID corresponds to an initial volume of 1270 mL.  
For this volume of initial sediment, generating 1000 mL of gas should be sufficient to have gas generation 
and release continue after reaching a peak in gas retention.  The results show that gas is generated more 
rapidly with higher hydrogen peroxide concentration, and for this variation in concentration the rate of 
generation varied by a factor of almost ten.  For all the hydrogen peroxide concentrations (shown as wt% 
of the slurry mass), the rate of gas generation declines with time, and for the lower hydrogen peroxide 
concentrations gas generation eventually ceases after a majority of the hydrogen peroxide decomposes. 
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Figure 3.1. Gas Volume Generated for a Range of Hydrogen Peroxide Concentrations in 55 wt% 
(680 Pa) Kaolin Clay 
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For 0.41 wt % hydrogen peroxide, approximately a liter of gas was generated in 1500 min.  In 
previous studies with bentonite clay simulants, the bentonite clay would decompose the hydrogen 
peroxide within about 1/10th of this time period, or about ten times faster (Gauglitz et al. 1996).  One of 
the objectives of this study was to identify a simulant and method of gas generation that gives slower gas 
generation than previous studies, and kaolin/hydrogen peroxide simulant meets this objective.  Further 
reduction in gas generation rate is still needed to match the large-scale test of Van Kessel and 
Van Kesteren (2002) that was discussed in Section 1.1.  As shown in Figure 1.2, sufficient gas generation 
to reach a peak in gas retention occurred over a period of about 600 hrs. 

Figure 3.2 shows the growth in gas void fraction during the bubble retention experiment with a range 
of hydrogen peroxide concentrations.  There is always some initial trapped air in the kaolin when loading 
the test cylinder, but the results presented here are for the growth in voids, so all of the test results begin 
at zero fraction of generated void.  The initial volume of trapped voids can be determined from 
measurements of the initial volume and mass of the clay in the vessel together with the density of the clay 
simulant.  Typically, the initial gas was between 1% to 5% for all of the bubble retention experiments 
reported here.  For all of the tests, the gas retention increased with time but at different rates because the 
gas generation rate was different in each test.  For the higher concentrations of hydrogen peroxide, the gas 
void fraction reached a peak value of just under 30% gas and then remained at this gas fraction or 
decreased somewhat with time.  For the lowest two concentrations of hydrogen peroxide, gas retention 
stopped increasing but at a lower value.  For these tests, there was insufficient gas generated to reach a 
peak in retention in the 55 wt% (680 Pa) kaolin.  Gas retention reaching a peak value and then holding 
steady or decreasing slightly with continued gas generation is equivalent to observations made in previous 
studies with similar strength bentonite simulants (Gauglitz et al. 1996). 
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Figure 3.2. Growth in Gas Void Fraction for a Range of Hydrogen Peroxide Concentrations in 55 wt % 
(680 Pa) Kaolin Clay 

 
To determine whether the gas generation rate has an effect on gas retention, the gas retention results 

that were shown as a function of time in Figure 3.2 can instead be shown as a function of gas volume 
collected.  The role of the gas generation rate can be evaluated by comparing gas retention as a function 
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of generated gas volume at the same volume of generated gas.  Figure 3.3 shows the gas retention results 
as a function of generated gas volume for the range of hydrogen peroxide concentrations tested.  All of 
the data collapse to essentially a single curve except toward the very end of each test.  For the three 
highest concentrations, the gas retention peaks at just under 30% and holds constant or decreases 
somewhat.  For the lowest hydrogen peroxide concentration of 0.21 wt%, only about 500 mL of gas was 
generated and this only allowed the retained gas to reach about 20%, but the retention results for this test 
follow the same initial behavior as all of the other tests.  For the 0.29 wt % and 0.41 wt% hydrogen 
peroxide data, the initial growth in gas retention follows all of the other tests until the end of these tests 
where the gas retention either decreases or holds constant at a lower value of about 20% gas.  The single 
test at 0.29 wt% hydrogen peroxide shows a lower peak retention of about 22% gas with continued gas 
generation between 600 and 1000 mL of generated gas.  As shown in Figure 3.1, the rate of gas 
generation between 600 and 1000 mL of generated gas is slower than the gas generation rate earlier in this 
test.  Overall, these data show that the initial growth in gas retention does not depend on gas generation 
rate, for the range tested, but the data do suggest that peak gas retention may decrease with slower gas 
generation rates. 
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Figure 3.3. Growth in Gas Void Fraction as a Function of Gas Volume Collected for a Range of 
Hydrogen Peroxide Concentrations in 55 wt% (680 Pa) Kaolin 

 

3.2 Effect of Simulant Strength on Gas Retention 

A series of gas retention tests were conducted to determine the effect of simulant strength on gas 
retention behavior.  These tests used kaolin simulants ranging from 35 wt% to 60 wt%, which spanned a 
range of shear strengths of 15 to 1800 Pa as given in Table 2.1, beneath a liquid layer.  Figure 3.4 shows 
the gas volume collected for each of these experiments as a function of time.  For these tests, 6 g of 
hydrogen peroxide (200 g of the 3 wt% solution) was added to each simulant, though different quantities 
of each simulant were mixed so the hydrogen peroxide concentration varied as shown in the legend.  As 
shown in Figure 3.4, these experiments did not have the same rate of gas generation, which would have 
been better for evaluating the role of simulant strength.  The results in Figure 3.1 suggest that the small 
variation in hydrogen peroxide concentration for these tests does not account for all the difference in gas 
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generation rate.  Accordingly, it is apparent that gas generation rate increases with increasing 
concentration of kaolin in the slurry.  In additional tests described below in this subsection, simulants 
composed of different mixtures of kaolin and Min-U-Sil 30 were used; the gas generation rate was nearly 
constant for a similar range of shear strengths. 
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Figure 3.4. Gas Volume Generated for Simulants with a Range of Kaolin Concentrations with Shear 
Strength Ranging from about 15 to 1800 Pa 

 
Figure 3.5 shows the growth in gas void fraction as a function of the generated gas volume for this 

range of kaolin simulants.  For the three weakest simulants with kaolin concentrations ranging from 35 to 
45 wt% kaolin (15 to 99 Pa), the gas fraction increases and then drops dramatically because of significant 
gas release events.  For simulants with 50, 55, and 60 wt% kaolin, corresponding to shear strengths of 
260, 680, and 1800 Pa, the gas void fraction grows to just above 20% and then decreases slightly with 
continued gas generation.  Among these three relatively strong simulants, there is no apparent difference 
in the peak gas retention. 

Because the gas generation rate was not constant for the tests spanning a range of kaolin 
concentrations and shear strengths, there may still be an effect of simulant strength that was obscured by 
the increase in generation rate with increasing kaolin concentration and strength.  Accordingly, a simulant 
was selected that would have nearly constant gas generation rate for an interesting range of shear 
strengths.  This simulant selected was mixtures of kaolin and Min-U-Sil 30 as described in Section 2.  For 
these simulants, essentially the same mass of kaolin and hydrogen peroxide was added to each mixture, 
and the amounts of Min-U-Sil 30 and water were adjusted to obtain the desired range of shear strengths.  
As shown in Table 2.2, the estimated shear strength for these simulants varied from 31 to 1300 Pa. 

Figure 3.6 shows the gas volume generated as a function of time for the four kaolin/Min-U-Sil 30 
mixtures tested.  The range of gas generation rates for the kaolin/Min-U-Sil 30 mixtures is much smaller 
than the range for the kaolin results in Figure 3.4.  Figure 3.7 shows the growth in gas void fraction as a 
function of the generated gas volume for these simulants having a range of shear strengths but nearly 
constant gas generation rate.  For the weakest simulant (31 Pa), the gas fraction increases to almost 30% 
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and then drops dramatically due to a gas release event, similar to what was observed with the weaker 
kaolin simulants.  For the strongest three kaolin/Min-U-Sil 30 simulants with shear strengths of 240, 690, 
and 1300 Pa, the gas void fraction reaches a peak near 25% and then decreases slightly with continued 
gas generation.  For these three strong simulants, there is no apparent difference in the maximum growth 
in gas retention. 
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Figure 3.5.  Growth in Gas Void Fraction as a Function of Gas Volume Generated for a Range of 
Simulant Strengths 
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Figure 3.6. Gas Volume Generated for Mixtures of Kaolin and Min-U-Sil 30 that Span a Shear-Strength 
Range of 31 to 1300 Pa 
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Figure 3.7. Growth in Gas Void Fraction as a Function of Gas Volume Generated for Kaolin and 
Min-U-Sil 30 Mixtures having Shear Strengths Ranging from 31 to 1300 Pa 

 
One interesting behavior that was observed in bubble retention tests with kaolin was that the kaolin 

would crack during bubble generation and the clay level would rise faster than the water level.  This 
happened when water from the overlying layer filled the cracks in the clay.  This behavior became more 
apparent as the shear strength of the kaolin sample increased.  Initially, it was thought that this might be 
an important behavior for when low gas retention might occur, but this behavior was not observed in any 
of the larger tests discussed below in Section 3.3, so based on these limited results it appears to be an 
artifact of small-scale testing. 

3.3 Effect of Initial Depth of Simulant Layer  

Tests were conducted to determine the effect of the initial depth of the clay layer on gas retention.  
Based on previous work, it is expected that channel formation and low gas retention are more likely in 
stronger materials, so these tests were conducted with 55 wt% (680 Pa) kaolin simulants, which had the 
second-highest kaolin strength.  Figure 3.8 shows results for the growth in gas fraction for tests conducted 
with initial clay-layer depths of 10, 50, and 80 cm.  The most significant observation from these tests is 
that the peak in gas retention becomes smaller as the depth of the initial layer increases.  The data in 
Figure 3.8 identified as “50 cm with weights” are results from a test that was equivalent to the other 
50 cm tests but with weights added to the top of the clay to mimic the weight of an additional 38 cm of 
clay (see Section 2 for details on the weights).  In comparing the two 50-cm tests, the addition of the 
weights clearly resulted in lower gas retention.  If the primary role of bed height is associated with the 
longer distance through which gas in the lower region of the column must migrate before it can be 
released, then adding weight to the top of the sediment will have little effect.  Because gas retention 
decreased with the additional weight on the sediment at the same depth of clay, this suggests that the self-
weight of the sediment affects bubble retention.  For all of these experiments, 0.41 wt% hydrogen 
peroxide was added to the clay, and this was sufficient to generate gas well beyond the point at which the 
peak retention was reached. 
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Figure 3.8. Effect of Initial Clay-Layer Depth on Gas Void Fraction in Tests using 55 wt % Kaolin 
(680 Pa) Simulants with 0.41 wt % Hydrogen Peroxide 

 
In the 80-cm tests, the bubble structure was noticeably different at the bottom of the column than 

throughout the majority of the column.  Figure 3.9 shows images of bubbles taken after 2400 min. of gas 
generation when the gas void fraction (growth) was steady at about 19%.  Toward the top and in the 
middle of the column, the bubbles were slit-shaped and looked very similar to those in previous 
observations (see Figure 1.6).  Near the bottom at a height of 20 cm, the bubbles appear smaller and more 
closely spaced. 

After the conclusion of the 80-cm test at about 6000 min., the bulk density of the clay with gas voids 
was measured by removing 10-cm segments of clay and weighing the column after each segment was 
removed.  The gas void fraction was then calculated using Equation 2.5 as discussed in Section 2.  Figure 
3.10 shows the results for the void fraction as a function of depth.  The void fraction is about 22% on 
average and is nearly constant with depth.  Note that this average void fraction includes the initial voids 
so is a few percent higher than the peak value of about 19% for the void fraction (growth) shown in 
Figure 3.8. 

The data for the retained gas for the different initial clay-layer thicknesses can be used with caution to 
extrapolate to greater simulant depths.  Figure 3.11 shows the relationship between the peak values for 
gas void fraction (growth) given in Figure 3.8 and the bubbly sediment depth at the peak value;  the peak 
gas void fraction versus sediment depth for the large-scale Ketelmeer test is also shown in Figure 3.11.  
As mentioned previously, the column test results for kaolin show the maximum gas retention decreasing 
with increasing sediment depth.  The two extrapolations shown in Figure 3.11 are from fitting data from 
all three experiments in this study and only the two larger experiments.  Both extrapolations show 
decreasing gas retention with the depth of the sediment layer, but the extrapolations are still above the 
results from the large-scale Ketelmeer test.  As discussed in Section 1.1, the large-scale Ketelmeer test 
had a vessel diameter of 3.5 m, which is much larger than the 5-in. (0.127 m) vessels used with the kaolin 
clay. 
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Figure 3.9. Images of Bubbles from the Test with an 80-cm Initial Kaolin Layer (55 wt%, 680 Pa) after 
2400 min. and Having 19% Gas Void Fraction (percent growth) 
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Figure 3.10. Measured Gas Void Fraction as a Function of Elevation at the Conclusion of the 80-cm 
Test with 55 wt% Kaolin Clay.  The line shows a linear best fit of the data. 
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Figure 3.11.  Extrapolation to Larger Scale of Maximum Gas Void Fraction Results from Column Tests  

 
A few tests were conducted using the thin-gap apparatus to observe bubble shapes and to see whether 

the formation of channels could be observed.  These tests were conducted with 40-, 50-, and 55-wt% 
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kaolin clay with a 1/8-in. (0.328 cm) gasket for the gap.   The hydrogen peroxide concentration for these 
tests was 3 wt%, which is higher than in the previous 12-in. and 48-in. cylindrical-vessel tests, to ensure 
plenty of gas generation to observe channels.  In general, the bubble shapes were round in the two lower-
concentration kaolin simulants and the bubbles were slit-shaped in the 55 wt% kaolin.  This is similar to 
the images in Figure 1.6 and Figure 3.9.  In comparison with these previous images, there was a larger 
number of smaller bubbles in the thin-gap tests.  Figure 3.12 shows images of retained bubbles in the 
three different strength kaolin slurries. 
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11% void (growth)
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Figure 3.12. Images of Retained Bubbles in the Thin-Gap Apparatus for Different Strength Kaolin 
Slurries 

 

3.4 CT Imaging Results 

CT images showing bubble growth in relatively strong and weak kaolin clay simulants were collected 
for samples with 55 wt% (680 Pa) and 45 wt% (38 Pa) kaolin.  These experiments used the same mixtures 
of kaolin and hydrogen peroxide as were used in the results reported in Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5.  The 
initial scan occurred shortly after bubble retention began, and subsequent scans were taken 6, 24, and 
48 hours after the beginning of each experiment.  Because bubble growth caused internal movement of 
the sample during imaging, there were some inconsistencies or artifacts when reconstructing the object.  
In particular, gas- and liquid-filled voids in the center of the cylinder appear elongated or blurred and this 
is most likely due to movement during scanning.  Voids located more toward the outer portion of the 
cylinder (close to the walls) had fewer motion artifacts and appear sharper.  As gas generation slowed 
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with time, there was less internal motion and the images taken after 48 hrs of bubble growth were 
unaffected by the internal movement. 

Figure 3.13 shows cross-sections for each scanning time for the two kaolin simulants.  In these 
images, the gas voids are shown as dark objects and the surrounding clay is lighter.  As the gas bubbles 
grow and the void fraction increases, the surface of the clay also rises as seen in the images from left to 
right.  For the 45 wt% sample, the image at 48 hrs shows many bubbles in the bottom of the vessel and 
comparatively few in the upper half.  This was due to a gas-release event that occurred prior to the image 
at 48 hrs. 

 

Figure 3.13. Cross-sections of the Weaker 45 wt% (38 Pa) Kaolin (top) and the Stronger 55 wt% 
(580 Pa) Kaolin (bottom) at A) ~0 hrs, B) 6 hrs, C) 24 hrs, and D) 48 hrs after the 
Beginning of Bubble Growth 

 
The most notable difference between bubbles in the stronger and weaker kaolin simulants is the size 

and shape of the retained bubbles.  Figure 3.14 shows cross-sections taken at four elevations for the 
680-Pa kaolin, and Figure 3.15 shows an equivalent set of cross-sections for the 38-Pa kaolin.  For the 
680-Pa kaolin, the bubbles are more slit-shaped and these CT images look very similar to the images of 
bubbles in Figure 3.9 with the same strength kaolin simulant.  For the 38-Pa kaolin, the bubbles are more 
spherical and appear uniformly distributed.  Figure 3.16 shows a more detailed evaluation of the shape of 
an individual bubble in the 680-Pa kaolin.  The images show the 2D bubble cross-sections from the top-
to-bottom of a bubble and also from the front-to-back of the bubble.  It was hoped that the CT images 
would allow identification of open channels and potentially water-filled channels, but it was not easy to 
identify the channels from these reconstructions. 
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Figure 3.14.  CT Cross-Sections at Four Elevations and a Side View for a Kaolin Simulant with a Shear Strength of about 680 Pa 
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Figure 3.15.  CT Cross-Sections at Four Elevations and the Side View for a Kaolin Clay Simulant with a Shear Strength of about 38 Pa 
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Figure 3.16.  2-D Shapes of Bubble Cross-Sections from the Top-to-Bottom and Front-to-Back of a Bubble 
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4.0 Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work 

This report summarizes the results of initial experiments conducted to evaluate gas retention in strong 
simulants and to determine the parameters for when relatively low gas retention occurs and whether the 
low gas retention is similar to that of a previously reported large-scale test.  The previous large-scale gas-
retention test was conducted in a 3.5-m-diameter test vessel with a sediment layer about 5 m deep.  The 
average retained-gas volume fraction grew over a 25-day period to a peak value of about 7% and then 
decreased to about 5%.  This is much lower than in previous small-scale tests (see discussion in Section 
1.2). 

Small-scale tests were conducted with various mixtures of kaolin clay and Min-U-Sil 30 in 
5-in.-diameter test vessels with gas-generation rates that resulted in peak gas retention after about 1 day.  
The volumes of retained gas and total generated gas were measured over time to determine the retained-
gas fraction.  Tests were conducted in transparent vessels to allow observations of the bubbles, and the 
structure of retained bubbles was also characterized in selected experiments using an x-ray microfocus 
computed tomography (XMT) instrument.  These tests were about 5-fold larger in both diameter and 
depth and 20-fold slower than the previous small-scale tests. 

In general, peak gas retention in all of the small-scale tests was about 20-30%.  For the range of gas 
generation rates and simulant strengths studied, these parameters exhibited no strong trend toward low 
gas retention, though there is some indication that slower gas generation gives slightly lower maximum 
gas retention. 

The most significant results of the current experiments for identifying when low gas retention occurs 
were those for tests with sediment layers varying from 0.1 to 1 m, which showed a clear trend toward 
lower maximum gas retention with increased depth of the sediment layer. 

Based on the current test results and the importance of quantifying the parameters when low (roughly 
5%) gas retention occurs, future experiments will be conducted with a greater sediment depth and with 
lower gas-generation rates to determine whether this trend toward lower gas retention continues for even 
larger experiments. 
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